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Wrong place. Wrong time. And everything to lose. Running for his life … Cage Foster discovers

a body in one of New Orleans’s most mysterious cemeteries. His partner recognizes the victim

—she investigated him for the disappearance of his girlfriend months ago and suspects

suicide. Cage isn’t buying it—the evidence and the cause of death tell a different story. Running

out of time … Within days, others start to disappear. Cage is certain everything is tied to one of

New Orleans’s most powerful Mardi Gras Krewes, but with Fat Tuesday just days away, city

officials demand Cage drop the investigation. Up against the city’s rich and powerful who

financially fuel a corrupted legal system, Cage only has two allies: A clairvoyant and a woman

with a past so dark and damaged, he’s afraid to trust her. The killer will do anything to keep

from being exposed, and Cage’s luck has finally run out, because this is The Night He Died.
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other. It is our only defense against betrayal.”—Tennessee Williams.1We shouldn’t be here.The

words pelted Trish as she lagged behind her friends. Her toes stung with cold from the water

seeping through her cheap shoes. The smoke from Kyle’s joint burned her eyes.“Come on.”

Zoey zigzagged between graves with ease, confident as always. “It’s up here.”Lightning

crackled across the clouds, followed by rolling thunder. “The storm’s getting closer.”“That’s why

we need to hurry,” Zoey said.Kyle puffed away, kneeling to examine a bright pink headstone.

“RIP Tyler Jones. Twelve years is not enough.”“Holt Cemetery’s been the poor people’s place

since the late 1800s,” Zoey said. “The families do it themselves—that’s why all the graves are

unique.”“But they use coffins, right?” Trish asked. “And a vault?”“Wooden coffins. They

decompose and the plots can be reused.” Zoey sounded like a tour guide. Couldn’t she see

how sad this place was? Not to mention dangerous with all that yuck seeping into the

ground.Zoey and Kyle moved on, smoke wafting behind them. Shoes slipping in the wet grass,

Trish hurried to catch up. She lost her balance, landing hard in the wet dirt.Did she fall on a

grave? How deep was the body? Did she piss off someone’s spirit so badly it would follow her

home?“Be careful.” Zoey hauled her up. “You’ll stir up the spirits.”“You believe in that shit?” Kyle

snickered.Nasty cemetery water soaked through Trish’s knees and elbows, making her twice

as cold.“Every local knows how powerful this place is. You don’t play around.” Zoey brushed the



soggy dirt off Trish’s clothes. “Graveyard dirt from Holt is potent. Make sure you wash those

clothes right away.”“How can dirt be powerful?”“This place is mostly African Americans, so

plenty of powerful voodooists are buried here. Their spirits give Holt’s ground its magic.”Zoey

might be cool with hanging out in a haunted, bad mojo-infested cemetery, but Trish wanted to

get home, dump her clothes in the trash and take a scalding shower. “What are we looking

for?”“The big live oak in the center. It’s another part of Holt’s power. I need some of the Spanish

moss. We should be pretty close.”Kyle blew a ringlet of smoke into Trish’s face. “What’s a tree

got to do with magic?”“Oak is loaded with magical power. Get a spirit board made from oak,

and you’re guaranteed contact if you know what you’re doing.”“Like a Ouija board?” A fat

droplet of rain hit Trish’s forehead.“Not the cheap things you buy at the store,” Zoey said. “A real

spirit board, made by someone who knows what they’re doing.”Lightning cracked the night sky,

illuminating a hulking thing with tentacles twisting in every direction. Scattered raindrops turned

into a fine mist, and ghostly Spanish moss streamed from the mass of sweeping, crooked

branches.Trish shivered. “Is that it?”“No other one like it in the city and probably the entire

South.” Zoey jogged ahead.“Stupid rain.” Kyle relit his joint.You shouldn’t be here.Trish whipped

around. It seemed like they’d walked a long way from the entrance, but Holt wasn’t very

big.“Did you hear that?”“What?” Kyle’s hand hovered over the weed. “All I hear is thunder.

Come on.”He walked toward the oak, dragging his feet through the wet grass.Trish’s feet

remained rooted to the ground. White noise attacked her brain.Something darted along the

fence line at the front of the cemetery. Had they pissed off a spirit?She tried to find her voice,

but her jaw had locked.“Holy shit.” Kyle’s shaky voice sent chills through her. “Is that what I

think it is?”Trish didn’t hear Zoey’s response.Pop!“Was that a gunshot?”Zoey’s fingernails

digging into Trish’s arm broke the stupor. “Run!”2Cage’s legs ached as he raced through the

muggy darkness, sweat pooling beneath his collar.Find cover and call for backup.He scaled the

chain-link fence and hit the ground running. Shin splints slowed his momentum. He ducked

behind the first parked car, panting.Two of the parking lot’s security lights had died, leaving

plenty of dark to be afraid of. Bright flashes of lightning circled the skyline. He swallowed the

tightness in his throat and peeked around the bumper. The breeze cooled his steaming face.

He hit the button on his phone—no signal.Stupid, shitty cell phone company. Dead spots every

time he turned around. He risked another glance across the lot—had Spider given up?A bullet-

shaped man sauntered into view, handgun on his hip. Cage jerked back behind the car. Tonight

had been a disaster. What happened to Bonin?In and out, she’d said. Taking down one of the

biggest opioid runners in the city before thousands arrived for Mardi Gras.Spider no doubt had

his boys looking for Cage. If he stepped into the open and ordered the gun down, ten more

might pop out from the shadows.The gunman paced thirty or so steps to Cage’s side of the

building, turned around and walked back out of view to the other side. Cage counted forty-two

seconds before he came back around. Cage was at least six inches taller and thirty pounds

lighter than the guy. A head start might give him a chance.Fat, lazy raindrops hit his face.

“Guess I’d rather die running than hiding like a wimp.”He reached into his pocket and felt the

gris-gris bag Bonin had given him when he first arrived in New Orleans. “If any loa are hanging

around, I could use some serious good luck right now.”Cage started counting. The shooter

ambled out of view, and Cage sprinted away. He almost wiped out in the dirt on the other side

of the parking lot and then whipped left, air sawing through his lungs.Cage cut onto the side

street, desperate for cover. He skidded to a stop at a locked black gate. New Orleans and its

goddamn cemeteries. Climbing over would take too much time. He yanked his pistol out of his

ankle holster.His eardrums exploded and then went silent.Pain erupted between Cage’s

shoulders, velocity propelling him headfirst into the metal gate. Blinding pain surged through



his skull. His rubbery legs folded, and the gun fell through the bars, gravel and bits of sand

biting his shaking hands.Cage leaned against the cool metal. Every muscle above his waist

ached, the bullet’s impact echoing down his spine and around his ribs with each breath.He

tasted blood, but the stars disrupting his vision slowly dissipated.“Turn around.” Spider’s voice

seemed to come through a funnel.Could Spider see the gun lying inside the gate? The sky

flashed again, and twenty feet inside the cemetery, a white face peeked around one of the few

big headstones, then disappeared.“Turn around, or I’ll blow the back of your head off.”“Killing a

cop is the biggest mistake you could ever make.”“Not on the street. No one messing with me

after this.”The face peeked around again, cell phone to her ear.She’s calling the police.She

vanished behind the headstone.Spider kicked Cage’s feet. “Turn the fuck around, man.”Spider

hadn’t seen her.Police sirens wailed, but Cage’s ears rang too much to gauge the distance.“I’m

not playin’. Turn around. I like seeing people’s faces when I kill them.” Fear leaked into Spider’s

voice.They’re close. I just need to buy some time.A guy like Spider would choose pride over

common sense every time.“How’d you make me? I don’t look like a cop.” Cage extended his

arm through the gate, pointing away from the girl’s hiding place.“You think some shitty-looking

clothes is all it takes?”“Don’t forget the holey shoes.” He dropped his arm, his elbow smacking

the iron.“It ain’t about the outfit. It’s the presentation, the pretty boy face.”“You screwed up my

shoulder.” Cage’s fingers grazed the gun and inched it through the gate, praying Spider couldn’t

see it.“You ain’t feelin’ anything in a minute.”The sweet music of screaming sirens closed

in.“Last chance to face me like a man.”Three rapid-fire thuds came from the cemetery like

heavy rocks bashing against stone.“The fuck was that?”Cage turned and fired. Spider’s

shoulder snapped back with the impact, and he stared at the blood seeping through his white

shirt. “Motherfucker.”“Drop it.”“You drop it.” Spider stepped closer, the muzzle two feet from

Cage’s face.Pain seized Cage’s back and traveled down his extended arm. “I will shoot

you.”“You already did. Police brutality.” Spider steadied his grip against the stabbing pain.Red

lights glowed in the parking lot Cage had fled. Spider spun around and started running. A

patrol car shot out from the parking lot and cut Spider off. The car screeched to a stop, front

tires riding on the sidewalk. Another black and white rushed down the street toward them.“Drop

the weapon and put your hands up!” The uniformed officers hunkered behind their open cruiser

doors.Cage lowered his gun and struggled to raise his hands against the spasms lashing down

his back.The driver pointed to Spider. “Drop it now.”“I need a doctor.” Spider spat at the female

officer edging around the cruiser.Sergeant stripes decorated the driver’s uniform. He snapped

cuffs on Spider.“You were going to murder a cop,” Cage said. “No one cares about your

shoulder.”“You’re a cop?” The sergeant stared him down.“Badge is inside my vest. Can I reach

for it?”“Slowly.”Cage worked the badge out of the tight kevlar, the effort bringing a fresh round

of misery. “Special Agent Cage Foster, LBI.”“Great.” The sergeant relaxed and shot a knowing

look at the others. The LBI’s experimental Criminal Investigative Assist Unit to aid the NOPD

with major crimes had few fans among the patrol cops. Cage’s being from Mississippi pissed

them off even more. Many had grown up in New Orleans’s rougher neighborhoods, and nearly

all endured Katrina. He was an outsider yet to earn respect.Cage got to his feet and tried to roll

his shoulders and stretch, but the restrictive vest and throbbing muscles refused to cooperate.“I

ain’t going to jail,” Spider said. “Not until my arm’s fixed. I know my rights.”“You’re going to be

charged with attempted murder of a cop,” Cage said. “That’s a lot worse than drug trafficking,

especially when you’re essentially just the middleman.”No chance a guy like Spider would rat

out his boss. With all the hell that broke loose tonight, Spider’s crew likely fled, taking their

product somewhere safe.Hate laced Spider’s eyes. “Big mistake, man.”“Won’t be the first time.”

Cage tried to hide a wave of dizziness and extended his hand to the officer. “Sergeant Brady.



Thanks for getting here so quickly.”Brady grunted, and Cage cursed the word choice. NOPD’s

lousy response times made headlines nearly every week, along with emergency services. The

city never seemed to have the money to hire enough people. NOPD had to choose between

having enough patrol cops and filling the short-staffed major crimes unit. Cage’s new division

was a direct result of the issue, doubling the chips on the NOPD’s shoulders.“Woman called to

report a body dump,” Brady said. “Then she starts telling dispatch someone’s about to be

executed in front of the cemetery.”Cage gritted his teeth as he followed Brady over the chest-

high gate. He pointed to one of the few large, granite stones. “She’s behind there.”“Come on

out,” Brady said. “Hands up.”A skinny guy with a joint stuck behind his ear skulked out first,

followed by a stout dark-haired girl who looked ready to pass out, and a redhead he instantly

recognized. She’d stuck her neck out for him—literally—when she’d peeked around the

headstone and called the police.The guy stared at him with bloodshot eyes. “Dude. That was

awesome.”“You all right?” The slender redhead grabbed the other girl’s hand, pulling her

around their awestruck friend.“I’ll live,” Cage said. “Probably thanks to you.”“Getting that gun

took serious balls,” she said. “Most men I know would have curled up and begged for their

life.”“Hey.” The guy glared over Brady’s shoulder as the sergeant searched him. “I’m the one

who thought to hide behind the headstone.”Brady took the joint off his ear. “How much weed

you got on you?”“Just this roach. Way under the max.” New Orleans had recently

decriminalized marijuana possession under fourteen grams, meaning minor offenders walked

away with a ticket instead of taking up jail space and tax dollars.“What were the three of you

doing in here tonight?” Cage shined his flashlight at the girls.The redhead edged closer, her

sultry blue eyes striking against her china-doll skin. Her friend didn’t move. “I’m Zoey. What did

you do to piss that guy off?”“Busted him for selling drugs.” Cage held up his badge. “Special

Agent Cage Foster.”“Louisiana Bureau of Investigation. The big time.” She dropped the girl’s

hand and tossed her thick hair over her shoulder.Brady motioned for her to put her hands up. “I

need to search you.”“Agent Foster can do that.” She raised her arms and gave him a

suggestive smirk that no doubt worked on plenty of men.The dark-haired girl grabbed her arm.

“Zoey, stop. Dead guy, remember?”“I’m trying to forget.” Zoey wilted, hugging her chest. “Sorry.

I’m not trying to be inappropriate.”“You never answered my question,” Cage said.“I needed

Spanish moss from the big oak tree. It’s loaded with magic.”A perfectly acceptable answer in

New Orleans. “You couldn’t get it during cemetery hours?”“I’m kind of impulsive,” Zoey said.

“And I worked all day. Besides, if I had, you’d probably be dead right now.”“Where’s the body?”

Brady asked.“Under the tree.”“Talk to this officer.” Brady pointed to the uniform joining them.

“She’ll take your statements. Where’s this tree?”“In the middle of the cemetery,” Zoey said. “You

can’t miss it.”Between the brewing storm and his nerves, everything in the cemetery seemed

threatening. Brady’s flashlight beam bounced over the mishmash of graves decorated with

homemade headstones and personal artifacts.“Where are the tombs?” Cage asked.“No tombs

here.”“What about the water table?” The big vaults made depersonalizing a lot easier than

walking by a kid’s grave with her stuffed animal attached to a handmade wooden cross.Brady

shrugged. “It’s a problem sometimes, but we’re uptown enough I guess.”The oak loomed

ahead, ghostly beautiful in the moonlight.Cage checked his cell for a signal. Two bars, finally,

and a dozen missed calls.Bonin answered on the first ring. “You scared the hell out of me. I

heard the calls over the scanner. I’m almost to Holt.”“Someone called in a dead body. Patrol

showed up and saved my ass.”“I’m sorry,” she said. “Everything went to shit.”“You think?”“Look,

I screwed up—”“Holy hell.” Brady had stopped short a few feet ahead. Cage hurried to catch

up.A figure lay in the fetal position beneath the huge oak, a long string of Spanish moss

dangling in his face. Red blisters and dark tissue mottled the flesh around the man’s blackened



lips, which hung open in agony.“I’ll talk to you when you get here.” Cage tucked the phone in

his pocket.“Jesus Christ.” Brady gagged.A squawking crow emerged from the tree and

swooped toward the body. His feet brushed the man’s shoulder, and the bird shot off into the

darkness.A vodka bottle lay a couple of feet away, its contents likely soaking the grass around

it.“Watch out,” Cage said. “Whatever he swallowed is keeping the scavengers away.”The man’s

throat could have passed for rotting meat. Whatever he’d ingested didn’t have an odor—at least

not one strong enough to override the piss staining the poor guy’s jeans.“Those are acid

burns.” Brady cued his shoulder mic. “We need a hazmat team out here before the ME touches

him.”The man’s hand clutched a chunk of the dangling Spanish moss as if he’d tried to pull

himself up. His bloody fingertips left streaks down the moss. Deep scratches covered the man’s

face and neck. A fingernail clung to one of the scratches.Cage glanced at the victim’s hand

again. The nail on his index finger had ripped down to the quick.The man’s eyes snapped

open, bloodshot and terrified. His tarry lips twitched.“Help me.”3Cage’s legs trembled as he

squatted down, trying to stay away from the contaminated grass. “Paramedics coming. Hang in

there.”The man’s eyes rolled back into his head.“What’s your name? Did you do this to

yourself?”The mottled lips opened, and Brady turned away, gagging. The man’s mouth looked

like something had chewed it from the inside.“N … n … n.” He clutched his throat and

howled.No one should die like this. And Cage couldn’t do a single thing to comfort him.“I’m

sorry,” he said. “You’re not alone. Just hang in there.”Tar-like blood oozed from the man’s mouth

as his body stretched tight as a string, his toes extending like a dancer’s. His hands fell limp on

his throat, his elbows hitting the ground. His pupils stilled along with the rest of his ruined

body.“Brady.” Cage’s throat ached. “Can you meet the paramedics and tell them he’s gone?

Have them bring hazmat when they come to officially call time of death.”“Right.” Brady and his

light disappeared, leaving Cage and the unidentified victim at the mercy of the partial moon.

Humidity thickened the cool air around him. Wind brushed the Spanish moss over the body, the

oaks’ limbs gently rocking in the breeze. Dozens of cowrie shells and beads were scattered

among the tree’s roots.“I’m sorry I couldn’t help you.” Every death investigation left an imprint

on him, but this victim’s final moments latched on to a part of Cage’s soul. “But I swear I will

find whoever did this to you.”Artificial light flashed onto the body. “You should get back.”Cage

didn’t acknowledge Bonin. The victim couldn’t have been much more than twenty-one. What a

waste. “Hopefully he’s got ID on him.”“We don’t need it.” Her voice sounded too controlled. “I

know who he is.”Cage’s hands shook as two of the hazmat guys carried the body away in a

black bag while a third sprayed some kind of chemical on the grass. The storm lessened as the

clouds headed west, but thunder still drummed in the background, slow raindrops

falling.“Masen Malone.” Bonin kept her distance. “From up north. Came down for Mardi Gras a

couple of years ago. Met a girl and never left. Seven months ago, she disappeared after they

had a big fight on Bourbon Street. He walked off to cool down. She’s never been seen

again.”“No witnesses?” He hadn’t been able to face Bonin yet. The wooziness in his head had

given way to pounding, and his back muscles were taut as wire. He’d be lucky to get out of bed

tomorrow.“At 2:00 a.m. on Bourbon Street during Carnival season? No one’s paying attention

to anything besides their drink.”“Who worked the case?” Cage asked.“Masen was the main

suspect. He swore he left her standing under the big neon light at Pat’s Bar, but the bouncer

didn’t remember them. Didn’t show up on security footage, either.”“Was he arrested?”“Not even

when he failed a polygraph.”“Those aren’t admissible. And if he blamed himself—”“I’m aware of

the psychology.”Her sharp tone stoked Cage’s temper. “You were the investigator.”“Initially,”

Bonin said. “Things flatlined, and then you showed up for Annabeth. My old partner’s still

working the case, but last I heard, he had no new information.”“You think he killed her?” And



then committed suicide because he couldn’t handle the guilt. But of all the ways to do it, why

drink acid? And Masen had tried to answer no, hadn’t he?“It was the only thing that made

sense. He found out she’d been stripping and lost it.”“Where’d he dump her body, then?”“Might

have taken her to the swamps. You know alligators are a killer’s best friend. Just ask

Lyric.”Cage turned around, his temper at full boil. “What the hell happened?”Big drug busts

were supposed to be vice’s job, but the spike in opioid-related deaths due to a potent batch of

Fentanyl had city officials on high alert. Three people had died since Christmas after taking

ecstasy pills allegedly laced with fentanyl for a better high. With Mardi Gras only a month away,

tourists had already started flocking in for Carnival season. The mayor and city council

demanded all hands on deck, and Bonin’s fresh intel gave them a chance to bring a big fish

down—if they acted quickly.Cage and Bonin would make the buy, using an informant’s

information. Bonin insisted no need for SWAT’s presence since Spider had been confirmed to

be alone. Cage didn’t like it, but he trusted his partner—until she hadn’t shown up at their

designated meeting spot a block down from Spider’s location. Either Spider had been tipped

off, or Cage had been made by one of his guys patrolling the area. Cage had decided to

mobilize SWAT when shots whistled past him.“I screwed up.”“We should have had SWAT ready.

I listened to you, and I almost got killed.”“Something unexpected happened. I thought I could

make it.” Remorse thickened Bonin’s voice. “I’m so sorry.”Bonin had always been straight with

him, and she was the sort of cop who carried every mistake close to her heart. Yelling at her

wasn’t going to change things, and Cage had a dead kid on his hands.She seemed to pick up

on the nonverbal truce. “Masen committing suicide makes sense. The guilt destroyed him.”“He

didn’t commit suicide.”“How do you know?”“I asked, and he started to say no.”“Clearly?” Bonin

asked.“I watched him die. He didn’t do this by choice.” Cage shivered, his aching muscles

turning into extreme exhaustion. “God Almighty, I never saw anything like that.”They both

turned to the contaminated area, watching the hazmat guy drive a stake into the ground to

secure the yellow tape. Bonin swept her light around the base of the tree.“Don’t touch anything.

We have to decontaminate.”“Make sure that vodka bottle is properly bagged,” Cage said. “We

needed it tested ASAP.”Very little grass grew on the ground around the ancient tree, and the

moss streamed down like giant cobwebs. Like most of the giant oaks in the city, the tree’s vast

roots had burst through the ground. Some were large enough to sit on.“Right there.” Cage

pointed to the streak of white on the oak’s roots. “Get the light on that.”A large white cross had

been drawn with chalk on top of a rectangular base. Seven asterisk-like marks surrounded the

symbol, lining up with different points of the cross and its base. A cigar and tealight candles

had been placed in front of the crudely drawn symbol.“That’s a vévé, right?” Cage asked. “With

some offerings?”Vévé referred to the symbols representing the many voodoo loa—the litany of

spirits believers of the religion looked to for guidance and help.“You’re learning. It represents

Baron Semedi, Loa of the Underworld.”“What’s Masen doing out here making offerings to a

loa?”“Maybe he wanted Ghede to forgive him for killing her. Holt’s the perfect place to summon

him.”“I don’t want to hear magic mumbo jumbo right now.”She stuck her hand in his coat pocket

before Cage could react and yanked out the gris-gris bag she’d given him. “Really? Is that why

you carry this?”“That’s for good luck.” He snatched the bag and stowed it.Bonin rolled her eyes.

“Probably begging for forgiveness in the afterlife.”“Let’s pretend he didn’t commit suicide. What

else could he have asked for?”“Fine,” she said. “He could have been asking the Baron for any

number of things. He had some of the moss in his hand, right?”“He probably grabbed at it,

trying to get up.”“Spanish moss has magical uses—protection’s one of them.”“He was afraid of

someone?”“It’s possible. But he might have wanted safe passage to the other side.”“He’s not a

small guy,” Cage said. “And he’s essentially deadweight. He was poisoned right here. And didn’t



you say he was from up north? Where’d he learn voodoo?”“He’s been here a couple of years.

Girlfriend was local. People leave offerings at the oak all the time for various reasons.”“Agent

Foster.” A female patrol officer hurried toward them, evidence bag in her hand. “This fell out of

his pocket. Sergeant said to give them to you since it’s your case.”Cage took the bag, surprised

at its weight. “Are these Mardi Gras doubloons?”Cheap doubloons representing various krewes

were a popular parade throw, but these didn’t look like any he’d ever seen.Bonin shined her

light. “These aren’t cheap throw doubloons. They’re silver.”“Which means?”“Throw doubloons

are cheap and plastic. Silver ones are likely vintage. Do those have weight to them?”He

handed her the bag, and she cursed. “Krewe of Atlas. That’s the London Club’s parade

krewe.”“What’s the London Club?”“Social club,” Bonin said. “One of the oldest and most

powerful.”The hazmat guy whistled through his shield. “That’s old-line money right there. You

think they go back to the early days? How much you think they’re worth?”Bonin shifted the

doubloons around. “Nineteen sixty.”“Hot damn,” hazmat said. “Those are money.”“They’re just

silver coins.”“Doubloons weren’t introduced until 1960—same year as these,” Bonin said.

“Meaning these are from Atlas’s original batch. No way these were thrown. My bet is these

were a gift to high-ranking members. Depending on the silver’s quality, they’re worth serious

money. Some of Rex’s first doubloons are worth five figures.”“There are doubloon trading shops

all over the city. Who knows how many hands these passed through?”The hazmat guy stared

through his shield. “You didn’t grow up ’round here, did you?”“The old-line krewes,” Bonin said,

“are Southern aristocracy at its best—to this day. Bankroll is way less important than lineage. In

a krewe like Atlas, if a man isn’t a legacy, he’s not getting in. These would have been handed

down.”“Then we need to contact Atlas and ask if anyone associated with them is missing the

coins—or a family member.”The hazmat guy shook his head and went back to work.“These old-

line clubs are so exclusive and secret that no one outside the club knows who the members

actually are. That’s part of the reason they mask during the parade. Rex finally started

publishing the names of their King of Carnival and his court, but Comus doesn’t. Neither does

Atlas. And the London Club is notoriously hostile about protecting its members’ identities. Ça

isit un difikilté.” This is a problem.“Why?” Cage asked.“Fat Tuesday is a month away. City

officials are already worried about the fentanyl. Now we have a dead guy associated with a

voodoo ritual in one of the city’s most historical cemeteries, with coins belonging to one of the

most influential krewes in the city. The media will be all over this.”“Not our concern.”“Wait until

Atlas hears their name is associated. They’ll have the mayor out on the streets investigating the

case himself.”“Surely you’re exaggerating. This isn’t 1960s New Orleans.”“Look,” she said. “I

grew up here. I know how things work on both sides of the neutral ground. The old-line and

super krewes bring in a shit-ton of tourist revenue. No one wants to screw that up. And these

are white, old-wealth men with a long history of influencing city government.”“Fine.” His

muscles burned with fatigue, and the space between his shoulder blades felt like a knife

digging in. He needed painkillers and a bed. “Let’s talk to the kids who found him so I can go

home.”4“You’ll need to talk to the police psychologist,” Bonin said.Cage kept his eyes on the

ground, careful not to disturb any mementos or graves. “I don’t work for the NOPD.”“The state

shrink, then. Point is, you’ll have to sit down with them.”“Waste of time.” He’d been shot at

before. This was no different. The vest saved his life, end of story.“It’s mandatory for a traumatic

experience.”“I knew what I signed up for. Thank God the vest had my back.”She didn’t say

anything, but the tension rose between them like an impenetrable wall.Cage didn’t speak again

until they’d reached Sergeant Brady’s cruiser. All three witnesses huddled in the tight back

seat. “These kids saw the whole thing with Spider. Let’s hope they saw something with Masen

too.”He opened the door, his eyes burning at the weed stench. The skinny guy next to the door



stared up at him, still half-baked.“Are you smoking pot in a police car?”“No way, man.”“It’s

embedded in his clothes.” Zoey elbowed him. “Kyle, get out.”“He didn’t say we could.”“Obviously

we can. They’re just keeping us here so they can get our statements.”“She’s right.” Cage waved

the three out of the car. He pointed at the skinny guy. “You’re Kyle?”“Kyle Roe.” If the kid didn’t

hunch so much, he’d likely be taller than Cage.Zoey had lost her bravado and huddled next to

her friend. “This is Trish Millwood. Pretty sure this is all my fault.”“Why?” Bonin asked.Zoey

blushed. “I talked these guys into coming out here with me. I told them I needed the moss for a

ritual.”“A ritual?” Bonin’s eyebrow raised. “Voodoo? Or some other practice?”“See, that’s the

thing.” Zoey glanced at the others. “I made that up. I was going to play a stupid prank, give

them a good scare.”Trish smacked her arm. “Are you serious? We’re scarred for life because

you wanted to prank us?”“Ouch, bitch,” Zoey said. “I thought you’d laugh about it. You’ve been

so down lately. I didn’t know we’d find a dead guy.”Trish crossed her arms. “Scaring the shit out

of me isn’t going to help.”“The dead guy was all tangled in the tree roots.” Kyle spoke at a

sloth’s pace. “Like the tree was trying to eat him.”“Did you touch him? Or the ground around

him?”“Hell, no,” Zoey said.“I poked him with a stick.” Kyle rubbed his red-streaked

eyes.“When?” both girls chorused.“When you two went screaming away to call the police. I

wanted to make sure the guy was dead, and we couldn’t help him. I saw his mouth and throat.”

Kyle’s eyes were suddenly bright. “I hope he died quick. Acid, right?”“We don’t know yet,” Cage

said. “What makes you think acid?”“I’m a chem major.” Kyle shrugged. “I know acid burns when

I see them. I bet that dude drank concentrated stuff.”Cage tried to wrap his mind around the pot-

scented, shaggy-haired kid being a chemistry major. “You’re kidding.”Zoey snickered, but Kyle

shrugged. “I want to be a toxicologist.”“Right,” Cage said. “You thought he was dead and called

the police. What happened before that?”“We walked through the cemetery to the oak tree,” Kyle

said. “Trish tripped over one of the graves. We climbed the gate and I fell. We walked from the

car before that—Trish parked forever away—”Bonin must have heard Cage’s teeth grinding.

“Did you see anyone else in the cemetery? Maybe someone walking around when you first got

here?”“I was rolling a joint,” Kyle said.Bonin stared at him. Cage dragged his hands over his

face.“We didn’t see anyone,” Zoey said.“I did,” Trish said. “Don’t you remember, I said

something to you?”Zoey thought about it for a second. “Pretty sure I’ve got a secondhand high

from being stuck with him. Did she have silver hair?”“Yes,” Trish said. “We passed her a block or

so down the road.”“Silver as in the trendy color?” Bonin asked.“It was badass,” Zoey said.“Did

you notice anything else about her?” Cage asked.“Just her hair,” Trish said. “I was freaked out

already.”“Just the hair. Mine would never hold that color,” Zoey said. “We parked in the college

lot. She probably goes to Delgado.”Cage had raced through the same parking lot less than an

hour ago, but he hadn’t noticed any silver-haired woman.“What were you guys doing before

you came here tonight?” Cage looked at Kyle. “As in, before you got in Trish’s car and drove

over here.”“At school,” Kyle said.“Which school?”“Tulane.”“Night class?”Kyle shrugged. “Lab

work.”“We were at home, studying,” Trish said.“We’ll need you to come downtown and make

formal statements tomorrow. Do you have a way to get there?”“I’ll make sure we all come in,”

Trish said.Cage focused on Kyle the chemistry major. “The victim’s about your age. Did you

happen to recognize him?”“No, thank God. Seeing him was bad enough.” Kyle shivered and

wrapped his arms around his thin waist. “I’m going to have nightmares forever.”“He wasn’t

dead.” The element of surprise usually worked like a truth serum.Both girls gasped. Trish’s

hand covered her mouth.Kyle stared, unblinking. “Huh?”“He asked me for help. It was too

late.”“Oh my God.” Zoey put her head on Trish’s shoulder. “We could have done

something.”“Paramedics were dispatched after your call,” Bonin said. “There’s nothing else you

could have done.”“He suffered. While we were hiding, he was alone, and suffering.” Moisture



welled in Kyle’s bloodshot eyes.“Unfortunately,” Cage said. “You’re the science guy. What do

you think he drank?”“Shit, man. Enough of any acid will kill you. Cleaning products are

loaded.”“You said he’d need a concentrated amount to do that sort of damage,” Bonin said.

“Where would someone get that?”“Online,” Kyle said. “You can literally buy a liter of sulfuric

acid with no questions asked. Or make it in a lab, whatever. Look at what happened in London

last year.”Masen had willingly drunk the vodka. Wouldn’t he have stopped if it smelled funny?

“Which one doesn’t have an odor?”“Hydrochloric. It’s colorless too,” Kyle said. “Phosphoric.

Sulfuric, especially in water. Drain cleaner could have done it. It’s all about the concentration. If

it’s high enough, dude didn’t have to drink much. It’s what I would pick.”“Oh my God, dumbass.”

Zoey punched him in the arm. “You’re supposed to be a brilliant pothead. Don’t you realize

you’ve totally made yourself a suspect?”Kyle scratched his scruffy chin. “But I didn’t do

anything.”“We know that,” Trish said. “They don’t.”“Right.” Kyle shrugged. “Whatever, I’m an

honest guy.”“Thanks for the help,” Cage said. “Sergeant Brady will make sure you guys get to

your car safely.”Once the three were out of earshot, he turned to Bonin. “Do me a favor and find

out everything you can about Kyle. Look for any connection to Masen.”His neck and shoulder

muscles had turned into one long knotted string. His head pounded, and the pain from the shot

had spread all the way down his back. “I’m going home.”5Cage closed the front door gently and

tiptoed across the old hardwood, trying to remember where the squeaky spots were. After

nearly six months, he was still getting used to the new place. He moved like an old man, trying

to alleviate some of the pain in his back. His knee throbbed from running, and he was pretty

sure he’d tweaked his hamstring.So much for being in the prime of his life in his early thirties.

He might as well be fifty.“What happened?”“Shit.” Cage staggered and nearly fell. He’d texted

Dani less than an hour ago to let her know he was all right, but he’d left out the crucial

details.The antique lamp Dani had rescued from a yard sale flashed on, and she unfolded her

small body from the couch. “You look awful.”“Dee, I’m sorry. Everything went to shit real quick.

The bust went bad, and Spider chased me all the way to Holt Cemetery. I’d probably be dead

right now if some kids hadn’t found a body and called it in.” The irony of Masen’s death likely

saving his life made him sick to his stomach.Dani’s fair skin turned white. She ran to him,

throwing her arms around his waist. He flinched at the contact but held her close, inhaling the

familiar smell of her shampoo.“Are you hurt?” Her voice was muffled against his chest.“Just

bruised and sore,” he said. “Kevlar worked, though.”She stiffened and then pulled away to look

up at him, fear in her blue eyes. “You were shot?”“Between my shoulders,” he said. “It’ll be

fine.”“Not far from your head.” Her entire body trembled.He kissed her softly, sweeping her hair

back. “But it wasn’t.”She tucked her head under his chin. “You have to be more careful. If I lost

you—”“You won’t, I promise.” He’d made the same promise a dozen times over the years, and

tonight had been the first time he thought he might have to break it. Dani had uprooted

everything so he could take the job in New Orleans. She’d insisted living in permanent reno

zone at Ironwood Plantation with the baby had been too much, but he knew leaving the house

in the historical society’s hands stung. She’d survive if something happened to him for their

daughter’s stake, but the thought of her going on without him—of missing Emma growing up—

nearly brought him to his knees. No more risks like tonight.“Did you say some kids found a

body in the cemetery? As in one that wasn’t supposed to be there?”“It was awful, Dee.” The

words kept sticking in his throat as he told her what happened. In his twelve years as a cop,

he’d dealt with plenty of horrors. Second night on the job, he was the first responder to a six-

year-old girl who’d fallen asleep and drowned in the bath while her mother got high. It took

several hours for the mom to get coherent enough to realize something was wrong. He’d

always believed that little girl lying stiff and cold in the bathtub would be the worst moment of



his career. Masen’s suffering and begging eyes proved him wrong.“Acid?” Dani looked ill. “Why

would anyone commit suicide that way?”He shook his head. “I don’t think he did. The torture in

his eyes—who knows how long he’d been there before those kids found him.”Dani’s soft hands

stroked his cheeks. “I’m sorry you had to go through that, but I’m glad he didn’t die alone.”“I’m

going to find out who did this.” He grabbed her arm as a fresh back spasm hit.“You can’t do

anything for him right now.” She led him down the hall to their bedroom. “I’ll make an ice pack

and get some painkillers. Did the paramedics clear you?”“Sure.” He eased onto the bed, dirty

clothes and all.“Liar. You will see a doctor tomorrow.”“Busy.” He tried to smile. “Have a murder

to solve.”“And I will murder you unless you get checked out first thing tomorrow.” She left for the

kitchen, and he rolled over onto his stomach. His body craved sleep, but his brain remained on

rewind. Adrenaline long gone, all the fear he’d shoved aside became a tsunami. His mother

had always believed people went to their maker at the right time. That everyone had a plan and

a purpose.Cage disagreed. Tonight hadn’t been his time, and it shouldn’t have been

Masen’s.6Cage eased into his desk chair at downtown major crimes. Two days of rest,

massage, and ultrasound therapy made it possible for him to walk upright without his back

twisting up. Thankfully his thick head didn’t get a concussion when it smacked the gate.He

glared at the paperwork on his desk. The worst thing about being a cop wasn’t the constant

threat of death but paperwork and reports. He’d tried to come in yesterday so the damn stuff

didn’t pile up, but his boss at the LBI insisted he take another day.“Hey.” Bonin knocked on his

open door. Circles rimmed her eyes. “How are you feeling?”“Sore, but okay. You look worse

than me.”“Stop flirting.” She grinned and sat down across from him. “Coroner finished Masen’s

autopsy. He’s so backed up that almost two days is considered a rush job.”“Acid?”“Definitely.

His insides looked like raw meat. And Kyle’s timeline was pretty close—he likely died within

thirty minutes or so of ingesting. Tox reports are weeks out.”“We need to know what kind of

acid,” Cage said. “I’ll have my boss push the state lab. Coroner give manner of

death?”“Undecided pending more information.” Bonin picked at her lips, her eyes unfocused. “I

called his mother in Pennsylvania this morning. Not a fun conversation, considering she hates

me.”“You’re an easy target for unimaginable grief,” Cage said. “Did you get anything useful from

her?”“She hadn’t talked to him in months. The last she heard, he’d started working at a bar on

Frenchman Street when he wasn’t trying to find Shana Sanders, the missing

girlfriend.”Frenchman Street had quickly become one of Cage’s favorite spots in the city. Unlike

Bourbon Street, where music had evolved into tourist-friendly junk, Frenchman Street had

several real blues and jazz places and a street brass band that was flat-out awesome. “I can

think of at least six bars in the first two blocks.”“Right,” Bonin said. “And who knows if he still

worked there.”“We can start on Frenchman,” Cage said. “Meanwhile, get his information on the

news. Maybe have some of the bars put up posters saying we’re looking for anyone who knows

him. He may have been living on the street. What about Kyle Roe?”“I couldn’t get much from

Tulane without a warrant,” she said. “He’s a junior with an impeccable record. Has made the

dean’s list every semester. One of the professors confirmed Kyle was in the lab with him until

8:30 p.m.”“That gives him an hour, maybe ninety minutes tops to get the bottle to Masen and

get back to the girls.”“Kyle’s from Missouri,” Bonin said. “No driver’s license here or in his home

state. No registered vehicle.”“Doesn’t mean he didn’t borrow one.”“What’s the motive? I

checked my notes and asked the Tulane staff—no one knows anything about Masen. He

wasn’t a student.”Cage shrugged. “I have no clue, but he damn near told us how the guy died.

How are we supposed to ignore his chemistry major? And don’t say coincidence.”“I know you

hate the word, but it does happen. Most people know drain cleaner is highly toxic, and the

internet is full of information. Anyone could learn how to mix the right things. Like he said, look



at the London attacks.”“I don’t like coincidences.” Cage disliked lack of motive even more, but

Kyle had to be thoroughly checked.“I knew you’d say that, so I’ve asked the judge for a warrant

for his records and to search his room. I doubt we’ll get it.”Cage yanked open his top drawer

and popped a couple of pills for the pain. “What about the silver-haired woman?”“Nothing in

Delgado’s security footage, which is shitty at best.”“What about the doubloons? We need a list

of Atlas legacies.”“I’m checking with local collectors to get an idea of their value first,” Bonin

said. “The London Club is the second oldest in the city, and most of them are power players.

Piss them off, and we’ll never get answers.”Cage had a hard time understanding how a social

club with a fancy parade krewe could have so much influence.His desk phone rang. He hit

speaker. “Foster.”“I’ve got a young lady out here asking to speak to Agent Sexy.” The front desk

administrator didn’t bother to hide her amusement. “I assume that’s you?”Cage rested his head

on his hand. “Send her back.”Bonin snickered. “I’ll be at my desk. Have fun.”Two minutes later,

Annabeth sauntered in with a smirk, her skin glowing. “I brought coffee.”“Good. Stop with the

Agent Sexy crap.”A purple bandanna held back her dark hair, drawing attention to her recently

repaired face. She dropped into the chair across from him. “I can’t help what I say

sometimes.”Annabeth did suffer from disinhibition thanks to a brain injury, but Agent Sexy

wasn’t one of her faux pas. She smiled, knowing full well she’d needled under his skin.“Your

surgical scar’s almost gone.”Years before, Annabeth suffered facial damage and a traumatic

brain injury when she fled from the monster who’d kidnapped her. She’d lost her memory and

spent seven years living another life in New Orleans.She traced the faint line running on top of

her cheekbone. “I don’t know if it will completely disappear, but I don’t care. It’s a lot better than

a lopsided face.”“The surgeon did a great job.”“My bio dad insisted on the best. Probably more

worried about his image than my self-esteem. But whatever.” She drew her legs into the chair,

resting her head on her knees. “You look like shit, but that’s probably because you feel like an

ass for not telling me you were shot two nights ago. And that’s not brain damage. That’s

justified anger.”He’d debated calling her, but Annabeth’s brain had a tendency to overreact to

stress, and she was doing so well in therapy he hadn’t seen any point in upsetting her.“I wore a

vest. I’m fine.”“Obviously.” Her feet smacked the floor. “But I think I’ve earned the right to find

out from you instead of that long-necked douchebag on channel six.”
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jwreinhold, “Can he see past his own stubbornness to even save himself?. Cage Foster is

definitely not having a good night but who knew that finding a dead body would be the one

thing that would save his life.When a drug bust goes bad, Cage Foster finds himself in a tight

situation in one of New Orleans’ most mysterious cemeteries where his night goes from bad to

worse when he discovers a dying man. Is it suicide or is it murder?Cage is convinced that his

death is tied to the elite of New Orleans and is determined to find the truth even though his

superiors have warned him to back off.Can he see past his own stubbornness to even save

himself?I love that Stacy has moved Cage and his family to New Orleans, it brings a new depth

to the characters and a new flavor to the stories.Cage Foster is one of my favorites of Stacy's

characters and in this newest book you see another side as he struggles with some of New

Orleans deep-rooted beliefs and the culture that surrounds him.”

mamaw23boys, “Cage Foster Series Book 2. WOW! Loved this story placed in New Orleans,

one of my favorite places to visit and filled with a mystique you immediately feel when walking

the streets! Characters are great and they are quickly feeling like they are becoming real after

reading this second book! I highly recommend adding this to your reading list!”

Snow White 45, “Exciting Read. I didn't want him to die, but had to see what Cage, Annabeth,

Lyric and Bonin were doing. A very complicated plot with lots of interesting characters and a

few twists that I didn't see coming. Loved the setting and I'm fond of Cage's entourage. I hope

we have a few more books in this series.  Well written.  I did not skip a word.”

Patrice Carpenter, “Great book.. Every book by Stacy Green is excellent.. If you haven't read

any of her books you should!!”

A Michele, “Really enjoy the characters. I love this series. It’s quick, lots of action, twists and

turns but my favorite part are the characters. They are gritty, complex and go together

perfectly.  Great read.”

Cindy O, “Psychological thriller with New Orleans as the backdrop. Another crazy good story in

the French Quarter. Highly recommend this series!!”

Lynn Reener, “Page Turner. I love all the Cage Foster books - Delta Crossroads, Delta

Detective, and Cage Foster. The characters are all well thought out and interesting. The plot

twists keep you on your toes.  Buy them all!”

Ebbie, “Cage Foster No 2. I gave this book 5 stars because it was so well written, but I have to

say it is my least favourite of all the books featuring Cage Foster. In all the previous books he

has been very impetuous, determined to do his own thing, but above all likeable. In this

particular book I almost found him to be a nuisance. His actions were completely stupid at

times and I got very irritated with him, so I was (sadly) really pleased when I had finished

reading it.  Shame really, I loved the other books.”

KATE EDE, “Good. I did enjoy it more towards the end but found the amount of people and

who was whoat the end a bit confusing”
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